Introduction
Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD) monolayers have attracted great attention for intriguing optical and electronic properties. The direct bandgap and high quantum yield in TMDs monolayer generate strong photoluminescence (PL) emission. [1, 2] Strong excitonic effects and larger exciton binding energies have also been reported for TMDs. [3] [4] [5] Due to the strong Coulomb interactions, trions and biexcitons with three feature is favorable to obtain large coupling strength. [28] On the other hand, interlayer excitons possess an out-of-plane dipole component rather than usual in-plane dipoles in monolayer TMDs, which makes it more efficiently to couple to localized electric fields. [15, 29] Kleemann et al. has demonstrated the strong coupling between multilayer TMDs and plasmonic nanocavities because exciton dipole in multilayers has 25% out-of-plane component. [30] In the proposed interlayer exciton-Mie resonator strong coupling system, we observed the red-shift or blue-shift of interlayer excitonic emission for the first time. The degree of shift depends on the sizes of Si NPs. The maximum red shift can reach 0.03 eV in random stack heterostructures, while the maximum blue shift we observed is 0.05 eV in coherent stack heterostructures. In addition, anticrossing behaviors are observed in dark-field scattering spectra to further demonstrate the strong coupling. To our knowledge, this is the strongest coupling based on Si NPs. [31, 32] These findings present a new method on the control of excitonic effects which is crucial to build excitonic devices in the future.
Results and Discussion
WS 2 and MoS 2 monolayers were chosen to form vdW heterostructures. MoS 2 monolayer is transferred to the designed SiO 2 / Si substrate (50 nm SiO 2 +200 nm Si+375 nm SiO 2 +back Si), followed by dry transfer [33] of WS 2 on it. Si NPs with different sizes from 80 to 200 nm were synthesized and deposited on heterostructures as illustrated in Figure 1a . Excitonic energies of WS 2 , MoS 2 , and WS 2 /MoS 2 perfectly match the resonant energies of our fabricated Si NPs. Under excitation at 514 nm, interlayer excitons might be formed, and the electrons and holes can be immediately distributed on energetically preferred states in MoS 2 and WS 2 respectively. As shown in Figure 1b , multiple excitonic states exist in type-II band alignment WS 2 /MoS 2 heterostructures such as excitons (X 0 ), trions (X − ) from intralayer recombination and the interlayer excitons (X i ) from interlayer relaxation. The type-II alignment can narrow the bandgap and produce interlayer excitons around 1.4 eV. [10, 15] However, some works also demonstrated the interlayer exciton energy is located between the excitonic energies of WS 2 and MoS 2 . [16, 34] Since the binding energy of interlayer exciton is much lower, the interlayer excitonic emission may become larger than that of MoS 2 but smaller than WS 2 . [16] Two typical heterostructures are presented in Figure 1c ,d. The assembled processes in Figures S1 and S2 (Supporting Information) indicate the shape of MoS 2 and WS 2 layers. The number of layers can be determined through optical contrast, which is similar to conventional SiO 2 /Si substrates. Bright-field and dark-field optical images reveal the distribution of Si NPs. Figure 1e ,f are the PL spectra before depositing Si NPs. For monolayer TMDs on the SiO 2 (300 nm)/Si substrate, a strong emission peak can be observed at 1.98 eV for monolayer WS 2 and a emission peak at 1.78 eV accompany with a weak B excitonic emission around 2.00 eV is observed in monolayer MoS 2 . [3] Those line shapes are in accordance with most reported works. [35, 36] After forming as heterostructures, the PL intensities experience two orders of magnitude decrease compared with that of monolayer WS 2 . The line shape is the superposition of PL line shapes of WS 2 and MoS 2 monolayers in general, and no interlayer excitonic emission peak is observed. PL spectra of TMDs monolayer strongly depend on the substrate and optical resonant modes. [37] Similarly, besides clean interface and good contact, types of substrate also play important role on the interlayer coupling. [17] In our case, the Fabry-Perot mode in the designed SiO 2 /Si substrate makes the PL line shapes of WS 2 1.86 and 1.99 eV respectively, a strong emission peak arising from the cavity mode is also generated at 1.63 eV. Series of vdW heterostructures on the designed SiO 2 /Si substrate were fabricated. Behaviors of interlayer exciton depend on the stacking orientation. In general, there are two states: "random stack" and "coherent stack." [13] Whether the vdW heterostructure is "random stack" or "coherent stack" depends on the stacking angle. "Coherent stack" means no rotation misfit between the hexagon unit-cell of MoS 2 and WS 2 . The stacking angle greatly influences the charge-transfer dynamics which determines the interlayer exciton population and energy. [13] On the other hand, the interlayer coupling strength is weaker at "random stack" owing to the highly mismatch atomic alignment, indicating that the interlayer distance is larger. [14] Figure 1f presents the PL spectra of two states marked in Figure 1c ,d. The interlayer excitonic peaks both locate between the peaks from pure WS 2 and MoS 2 . The emission peak of random-stack heterostructure locates at 1.96 eV which has a 0.05 eV red shift from the excitonic peak of WS 2 (2.01 eV), while the excitonic peak of coherent-stack heterostructure has a blue shift compared with that of MoS 2 . Besides, the peaks at 1.88 and 1.62 eV both experience shifts compared with individual MoS 2 monolayers, which further demonstrate the existence of interlayer coupling. As talked above, the excitonic peak located between the peaks from pure WS 2 and MoS 2 does indicate the strong interlayer coupling. Tongay et al. [34] has reported a new PL peak in the WS 2 /MoS 2 heterostructure named P hetero whose energy is 0.06 eV below P WS2 . Zhang et al. [16] also observed interlayer excitons at 1.94 eV. Although excitonic emission from TMDs monolayer may experience blue-shift when supported by other 2D materials, [38] the PL spectrum in Figure 1e indicates the excitonic peak of WS 2 has no shift with the existence of MoS 2 . Therefore, we can exclude the dielectric screening affect on the PL shift.
After depositing Si NPs on heterostructures, the excitonic emission can be further modulated. In Figure 2a , we measured the PL spectra at different locations of random-stack sample with different Si NPs on. The interlayer excitonic energy experiences significant red-shift from 1.96 to 1.93 eV with the increase of particle size from 100 to 160 nm. Si NPs we measured are presented in Figure 2c . Although the nanoparticles are not uniform circular shape, the imperfect shape and adherent small particles have little influence on the optical properties and resonant modes as we reported before. [26] Contradictory trend was observed in coherent-stack heterostructures. When increasing the sizes of Si NPs, the interlayer excitonic emission first redshifts and then strongly blue-shifts (up to 0.05 eV) as shown in Figure 2b . Figure 2c shows the shapes of Si NPs measured in Figure 2b with sizes from 100 to 200 nm (BP1, BP2-BP5). Figure 2d ,e with insets is the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images with different magnifications to reveal the locations of different Si NPs. Si NPs synthesized from laser ablation method have a wide size distribution which is beneficial for us to do a series of measurements in one sample. However, the random deposition makes irregular spatial distribution and size distribution. Therefore, wanted NPs must be found in a large area. In Figure 2e , PL mapping data is also attached to demonstrate the enhancement of interlayer emission caused by Si NPs. Although interlayer excitonic emission has much lower intensity than pure monolayer TMDs due to interlayer relaxation, [17] the existence of Si NPs can reboost the emission intensity with more than ten times enhancement factor.
To explain how Si NPs affect the excitonic behaviors, optical properties of Si NPs should be studied. It should be noticed that the resonant mode of Si NPs in our case is different from normal Mie resonators [26, 27] with a magnetic dipole (MD) resonant mode and an electric dipole (ED) resonant mode. The special substrate brings additional cavity modes effectively coupling with Mie resonators. Figure 3a is the measured dark-field scattering spectra of Si NPs on cavity with different sizes. No obvious red-shift is observed when increasing sizes, but the drop-off of scattering peak around 2.50 eV and the enhancement of the peak around 2.10 eV can be seen clearly. The trend is verified in simulation as shown in Figure 3b . Spectral fine structure can be seen in simulation much easier because perfect nanosphere and ideal surroundings were used in simulation. The reason why 50 nm top oxide layer was used in the designed SiO 2 /Si substrate is because NPs on the 50 nm oxide layer have the strongest field enhancement and the most suitable spectral line shape. A series of scattering spectra and field profiles of Si NPs on oxide films with different thickness are presented in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information. Mie theory is utilized to analysis the scattering contributed by MD and ED modes respectively. In Figure 3c , besides the MD and ED responses of Si NPs with different sizes, reflection from the designed substrate is also presented to reveal how cavity modes affect the Mie resonances. For Si NPs with diameters from 140 to 190 nm, the MD mode shifts linearly from 2.13 to 1.62 eV. Similarly, the ED mode moves from 2.58 to 1.95 eV linearly. While the reflection peaks at 2.08 and 2.46 eV modulate the Mie resonant modes and produce cavity-enhanced MD and ED modes. The cavity-enhanced modes are more favorable to realize strong coupling with ultrathin TMDs. Figure 3d is the measured scattering spectra of Si NPs on WS 2 /MoS 2 heterostructures. The modified Mie resonant mode is located in the range from 1.90 to 2.13 eV, which is perfectly overlapped with the excitonic energy in scattering spectra at 2.00 eV. Therefore, significant mode splitting with the high-and low-energy hybrid modes can be observed. An anticrossing can be seen when the optical mode is tuned through interlayer excitonic energy. Because the shift of modified Mie resonant mode is limited due to the influence of cavity, the anticrossing behavior is incomplete compared with other cases.
To further analysis the origins of the scattering line shape, the coupled oscillators model was used to fit the spectral splitting. The scattering cross section is given by [39] where g is the coupling strength, ω ex and ω MD are the energies of interlayer exciton and enhanced MD mode, and γ ex and γ MD are the dissipation rates (linewidths) of excitonic resonances and the uncoupled enhanced MD mode. Based on the strong coupling theory, [39] the criterion 2g ≥ (γ MD − γ ex )/2 should be satisfied to realize mode splitting. While Fano resonances would happen when 2g ≤ (γ MD − γ ex )/2. In our case, The dissipation rates are γ MD ≈ 270 meV and γ ex ≈ 75 meV. Therefore, g can be calculated to 58 meV through fitting process. That means strong coupling and mode splitting can be realized in our case. Considering the enhanced MD modes are hybrid mode and have no linear shift with sizes, the mode splitting parameters varies with sizes. So, here, we used the Si NP with a diameter of 170 nm as an example to calculate the coupling strength. What should be noticed is that the absorption and emission peaks of TMDs locate at different wavelengths. Compared with excitonic peaks in PL spectra, absorption and scattering peaks in both WS 2 and MoS 2 blue shift. [24, 40] Therefore, the scattering dip at 2.00 eV in Figure 3d still locates between the absorption peaks of WS 2 and MoS 2 , which indicates it is interlayer process. After studying the strong coupling in scattering spectrum, one can go back to understand the tuning of PL emission in Figure 2 . The relationship between exciton energy and the diameters of NPs is plotted in Figure 3e is observed in both coherent stack and random stack samples, and the final energy seems to converge to the same value. Without Si NPs, the interlayer emission peaks locate between the peaks from pure WS 2 and MoS 2 (Figure 1f ). After adding Si NPs, the tunable control of interlayer excitons drives their energies further away from the location of pure WS 2 and MoS 2 excitons. For coherent-stacking heterostructure, red-shift of exciton emission when the size of NP is lower than 110 nm arises from the thermal and strain effects. [32] Further increasing the sizes of NP enhances the optical resonant mode which becomes dominated from the competitive mechanism. Those effects in random-stacking sample are much weaker because of much stronger PL intensity and weaker interlayer coupling which is stable when surrounding changes. In general, the red-shift in random-stacking heterostructure and the blue-shift in coherentstacking heterostructure result from the strong coupling with cavity enhanced and broadened MD mode. The enhanced MD mode is stronger and more overlapped with excitonic emission when the sizes of NPs are larger, therefore the tuning effect is more obvious when increasing sizes. Strong coupling can be observed through both scattering and PL spectra. Some works have analyzed the correlation between scattering and PL and found the strong coupling in PL is more complex. [41, 42] Some weakly absorbing dark states may contribute to the PL, while some bright modes in reflection or absorption may be greatly suppressed in PL due to the interference with optical resonant modes. In these systems, only lower polariton (LP) branch was observed while upper polariton (UP) is inactive due to fast nonradiative energy transfer to uncoupled incoherent states. Similarly, in our case, only one branch was observed in PL spectra and usual mode splitting changed to the shift of one branch.
Evolution of cavity enhanced MD mode is further described via near-field profiles in Figure 3f . Here Si NP with a diameter of 170 nm is chosen as an example. Both electric and magnetic fields reach peak values at four photon energies: 1.45, 1.78, 2.03, and 2.36 eV. As a comparison, the near field profiles of Si NPs on pure silicon oxide are also presented in Figure 3f , which shows the feature of conventional Mie resonators. The ED mode for the Si NP on SiO 2 is located around 2.36 eV, while the electric field enhancement of the Si NP on cavity at the same photon energy is even higher. Stronger electric field enhancements from Si NP on cavity not only occur at the ED mode but also exist at 1.45, 1.78, and 2.03 eV. Furthermore, a large portion of electric fields spread out and distribute on surface and at the interfaces with 2D materials because of the existence of cavity. This broader, stronger and extended electric mode is beneficial to realize strong coupling. For magnetic field distributions, Si NPs on cavity also possess stronger enhancement than Si NPs on SiO 2 except the field profile at 1.78 eV, where the MD mode happens in normal Mie resonators. This phenomenon further indicates the conventional MD mode (displacement current loop) is partially break up and re-engineered as a quasi-surface mode. In Figure S4 (Supporting Information), we simulated the field distributions of a 140 nm Si NP on cavity and on SiO 2 at 1.45, 1.78, 2.15, and 2.43 eV. In general, both electric and magnetic field enhancements in Si NPs on cavity are stronger than in normal Si NPs. Because smaller size compared with the 170 nm Si NP described in Figure 3 , the modified mode is narrower. In the range from 1.78 to 2.15 eV, the behaviors of field distributions are different. When the photon energy equals 1.78 eV, both electric and magnetic field enhancements are stronger in 170 nm Si NP than in 140 nm Si NP because MD mode cannot be generated in 140 nm Si NP (see Figure 3c ). While the field enhancement factors are comparable in Si NPs with two sizes at 2.15 eV because the MD mode in 140 nm Si NP comes into effects. Similarly, for smaller Si NPs, MD and ED modes further blue shift and no Mie resonant modes can be generated in the range from 1.78 to 2.15 eV, therefore the electric and magnetic fields become much weaker. The variation trend of enhance MD mode is plotted in Figure 3e to help one understand why larger Si NPs bring stronger coupling.
The strong coupling between enhanced MD mode in the Si NP on cavity and the interlayer exciton in the WS 2 /MoS 2 heterostructure induces the Rabi splitting in scattering spectra and the spectral tuning of excitonic emission as the schematic shown in Figure 4a . The coupling strength g in hybrid system can be described by [28] g
where μ J is the excitonic transition dipole moment, n x is the density of excitons, V x is the result of the overlap integral between the resonant mode and the surrounding excitons at the interface and V is the volume of resonant mode. Obviously, larger coupling strength can be obtained through increasing the effective mode volume or increasing the excitonic transition dipole movement. In our case, the enhanced quasi-surface Mie resonant mode boosts the overlap between light field and excitons. Furthermore, since the thickness of WS 2 /MoS 2 heterostructure is doubled compared with monolayers, the overlap and interaction region is larger. On the other hand, the transition dipole moment can be calculated as eh E
, where
E 0 is the transition energy of the exciton, E g is the bandgap, and m c is the effective mass of the conduction electron. [43] Therefore, μ J of interlayer excitons has a similar value compared with pure WS 2 and MoS 2 . Considering μ J is proportional to the effective dielectric constant, [31] interlayer excitons located between WS 2 and MoS 2 monolayers and placed into the cavity have a surrounding media with large dielectric function, which is beneficial to realize strong coupling. The coupling strength g also depends on the orientation of μ J as g E r μ θ = | || ( )| cos i J vac i i , where θ i is the angle between μ J and the coupling electric field. Since the out-of-plane interlayer dipole is perpendicular to the substrate and in the same direction as the cavity enhanced resonant modes, this platform can produce larger g than in-plane excitons in WS 2 or MoS 2 monolayers. [15, 29] All these factors discussed above make interlayer excitons coupling with enhanced Mie resonances reach the criterion for strong coupling. Although previous works have studied the coupling between single Si NPs and monolayer TMDs, either Purcell effect [32] or unobvious Rabi splitting [31, 39] was observed, which indicates the coupling is still weak.
Other types of heterostructure were also studied as shown in Figure 4b ,c. The vdW heterostructure containing bilayer WS 2 and monolayer MoS 2 in Figure 2d was measured. Figure 4b indicates the generation of interlayer exciton located between the direct band transition energy of MoS 2 and WS 2 . Besides a hybrid peak from the indrect band transition of bilayer WS 2 and the cavity mode, the other interlayer excitonic emission is also observed at 1.50 eV. Figure 4c is the PL spectra of three-layer heterostructure with Si NPs with different sizes. Besides the significant enhancement after putting Si NPs on, the gradual red shift (maximum is 0.04 eV) of interlayer excitons is also observed when increasing the diameter of Si NPs. The other interlayer excitonic state at 1.50 eV disappears with Si NPs and cannot be investigated because Si NPs on cavity only amplify the excitons around 1.90 eV.
The Raman spectra of monolayers and heterostructures are presented in Figure 4d . Four peaks at 357, 385, 406, and 419 cm −1 correspond to the E′ and A 1 ′ modes of MoS 2 and WS 2 . [10] Comparing with pure monolayer WS 2 , the peaks of bilayer WS 2 and monolayer WS 2 on MoS 2 all slightly shift and change ratio, which demonstrates the influence of MoS 2 . After depositing Si NPs on heterostructures, Raman spectra also change as shown in Figure 4e ,f. Raman peaks in the 2L WS 2 /1L MoS 2 heterostructure slightly increase, while the peaks in 1L WS 2 /1L MoS 2 heterostructure strongly enhance especially the E′ peak of WS 2 . The enhancement effect arises from the nearfield enhancement at excitation wavelength to enhance lighttrapping and absorption. Larger Si NPs lead to larger Raman enhancement, which further demonstrates better performance of field enhancement in larger Si NPs.
Conclusion
In conclusion, using Si NPs on the cavity as a platform, we first observe the tuning on interlayer exciton transition emission based on the size of Si NPs. Significant red shift (0.03 eV) and blue shift (0.05 eV) have been observed in the random stack and coherent stack heterostructures, respectively. Rabi splitting in the scattering spectrum has also been observed in heterostructures with Si NPs decorated. A detailed analysis shows how the unique cavity-enhanced Mie resonant mode affects the properties of interlayer excitons. This tuning mechanism can also expand to a three-layer heterostructure (2L WS 2 /1L MoS 2 ). Our findings bridge the gap on understanding interlayer excitons and strong coupling in fundamental studies and show promising applications of vdW heterostructures in nanophotonics.
Experimental Section
Fabrication of WS 2 /MoS 2 Heterostructures: First, 50 nm high quality SiO 2 insulator layer was deposited on purchased SOI substrates (Si 200 nm+SiO 2 375 nm+bottom Si 525 μm) using Inductively Coupled Plasma Chemical Vapor Deposition (ICPCVD). Second, the WS 2 flakes obtained from mechanically exfoliation of the bulk crystal with Nitto tape were transferred to the viscoelastic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate. Third, the PDMS transparent film was pressed to attach the substrate and peeled off slowly. Fourth, all-dry transfer [33] was used to place MoS 2 flakes on the wanted WS 2 few layers. Finally, the Si NPs with diameters from 100 to 200 nm were fabricated by the femtosecond laser ablation in liquid (fs-LAL). [44] Then, one drop of the silicon colloid was transferred onto the substrate. During the evaporation process, Si NPs have a relative high probability to be placed on WS 2 /MoS 2 heterostructures. Optical Characterization: PL spectra and Raman spectra were measured by a Renishaw inVia confocal Raman microscope using a 514 nm and a 50 × objective lens (NA = 0.75) at room temperature. The laser spot size is less than 850 nm, [45] which is small enough to embody the interaction between Si NPs and 2D materials. The dark-field scattering spectra of Si NPs on heterostructures were measured by an optical microscope (BX51, Olympus) integrated with a spectrograph (IsoPlane 160, Princeton Instruments). The oblique incident white light with a 53° incident angle was illuminated on the Si NPs, and the scattered light was collected by the same objective. The precise location in optical measurement was determined by matching "black dots" in the bright field optical image and "bright dots" in the dark field optical image with different Si NPs in SEM images.
Numerical Simulations: The scattering spectra and near-field distributions were calculated using FDTD method (Lumerical Solution, Inc). Unpolarized incident total-field scattered-field (TFSF) light source was used with the wavelength range from 300 to 900 nm (4.13 to 1.38 eV). A mesh size of 1 nm was used for the illuminated region, and the dielectric function of silicon was obtained from the widely used Palik's parameters. [46] The diameters of Si NPs were set according to the experimental measurement from SEM images.
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